
2 The Crest
Rare Crab May Hold Genetic Secrets

VIMS researchers are studying an blue crabs, phenomena that are cur- Gender determination in 
extremely rare type of crab that was rently poorly understood. other animals is more compli-
pulled from the Chesapeake Bay in Generations of school kids and cated– and more fluid. In 
May by watermen David Johnson and crabbers have learned to use a set of birds and reptiles, hormone 
Robert Watson of Deltaville. body traits to tell male and female blue levels inside the mother can 

The crab, called a —bilateral crabs apart. In a male, or —Jimmy,“ the control gender. In fishes, it 
gynandromorph,“ is split right down the underside —apron“ is pointed like the can depend on environmental 
middle– its right half female and its Washington Monument and the claws conditions like water tem-
left half male. are sky blue. In a female, or —sook,“ perature. Some fishes can 

Neither the watermen nor VIMS the apron is rounded like the nation‘s even change gender during 
crab expert Rom Lipcius had ever Capitol Dome, and the claw tips are their life cycle. 
seen a crab like this one, and all have painted red. Gender determination in 
spent more than 25 years on the water. Johnson‘s crab confounds these crustaceans like the blue 

More than just a curiosity, the rules for assigning gender. It has one crabs is poorly understood. 
crab‘s genetic condition could help —male“ claw that is entirely blue, and —There are multiple potential 
researchers better understand sexual one —female“ claw that is tipped with causes,“ says Place. —We 
development and breeding behavior in red. Its apron is rounded on the right don‘t know how many genes 

and sharply pointed on the left. Its are involved or what the 
reproductive organs are similarly environmental factors might 
divided. be.“ 

It was the blue claw that caught One thing that scientists 
Johnson‘s eye when he pulled his crab do know is that a crab withThe Crest
pot from the waters off Gwynn‘s male and female halves must 
Island on May 21st. Male crabs are have been that way almost 
uncommon in the mainstem of the Bay from conception. —Bilateral symmetry Lipcius has removed two legs for DNA 
at this time of year. arises very early in development,“ says analysis, which will allow researchers 
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—I was surprised when I saw that Place. VIMS geneticist Dr. Kimberly to determine the exact genetic make-
its other claw was red like the rest of Reece adds that the condition —typically up of the cells within its male and 
the sooks in the pot,“ says Johnson. arises when the organism has between female halves. Knowledge gleaned

Dr. John T. Wells —I was even more surprised when I 8 and 64 cells.“ from these studies might someday help
Dean and Director turned it over and saw its apron.“ Researchers had planned to follow researchers trying to breed blue crabs

Virginia Institute of Marine Science That‘s when Johnson decided to the crab through at least one spawning in captivity. 
School of Marine Science contact Lipcius for help. cycle to determine if it was a functional Lipcius froze the remainder of the 

Editorial Board Lipcius combed the literature and female capable of laying eggs, whether crab in preparation for mounting. Once 
Dr. Roger Mann found a report of a gynandromorph it could fertilize itself, and whether its mounted, the crab will be on display in 

Director of Research and crab that was caught near Smith‘s offspring would be inbred. the Watermen‘s Hall Visitors‘ Center 
Advisory Services Island in 1979. He then called geneti- Unfortunately, the crab died before at VIMS‘ main campus in Gloucester 

cist Al Place of the University of the spawning cycle was complete. Point. 
Dr. William DuPaul Maryland‘s Center of Marine Biotech-

Associate Director for nology. Place is an expert on the mol-
Advisory Services ecular basis of gender determination. 

Juvenile organisms grow through a Browder Wins Sullivan Award
Dr. William Reay 

Manager, CBNERRVA series of divisions in which the number
of cells progressively doubles, from 1

Page Hayhurst to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8, and so on. These
Director for Development early —stem“ cells later differentiate

into all the different body tissues and
Science Writer organs.

Dr. David Malmquist In mammals, a single gene (SRY)
controls whether an individual is male

Managing Editor (XY) or female (XX). Gynandromor-
Dr. David Malmquist phy in mammals occurs due to an error

in early cell division, when an X or Y
Contributors chromosome is left behind in the

Dr. John Olney nucleus of a dividing cell.
Susan Maples For instance, failure to pass along a

Y chromosome during cell division in a
Art Director male mammal (XY) can produce a
Susan Stein female —daughter“ cell with a single X 

VIMS graduate student Grace Browder (R) received a prestigious Algernon Sydney
If you are receiving multiple copies of chromosome (XO). If this error 

Sullivan Award from William and Mary President Timothy Sullivan (L) during the college’s 
The Crest, or would like to change your happens early enough in development, 

commencement ceremonies on May 15th. Browder, who graduated with a Master’s degree 
address, please call (804) 684-7805 or the male-female split can propagate 

through all the remaining developmen- in physical sciences under advisor Dr. Jesse McNinch, received the Sullivan medallion in 
visit www.vims.edu/newsmedia/ 

tal stages of the organism. recognition of her service to others and the community. For more information on the
crest.html. award, visit www.vims.edu/topstories 

Waterman David Johnson of Deltaville pulled the crab 
from Chesapeake Bay on May 21st. 


